PREMIUM AIRBRUSH COSMETICS

Introducing Luminess Air®
complete line of award w
as used by top profess
the world for film,
at home e

The Luminess Air® Platinum Edition airbrush cosmetics system shown
here is about the size of a small digital camera

airbrush systems and our
w inning airbrush products
ional makeup artists in
TV, print and now
verywhere!

This is how it works
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Turn on the airbrush

Place a few drops of makeup in the stylus
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And gently apply to face or body
Luminess Air® Beauty 100 airbrush cosmetics system shown
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Benefits of Airbrushing
1

The most flawless application of foundation
and makeup possible
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Extremely easy to use
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Minimizes the look of fine lines and wrinkles
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Achieves the most accurate skin color match
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Easily blends away the appearance of skin
blemishes like never before
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Saves you time
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Greater skin hygiene—no more bacteria-filled
brushes or sponges touching your face
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Effect of younger, more beautiful skin
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Environmentally friendly—greatly eliminates
waste of makeup

10 Dermatologist recommended for sensitive skin
11 Works on all skin colorations from fair to dark
12 Very Cool—this is your new secret beauty weapon
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MATTE Series Foundations
We have your airbrush foundation shade!
Luminess Air® features 12 beautifully unique shades of
Matte foundations. Matte airbrush foundation is water-based and oilfree to provide that traditional powdered flawless look. Rated to
last an unheard of 50 hours! Our color technology is designed
to deliver the smoothest, exact color match for that “invisible”
and flawless feel. We feature a full pallet of shades with six
unique foundation shades for golden to olive skin tones and
6 exclusive shades for pinker to warmer pigmented skin.
We have you covered whether you have light skin or the
most exotic, deep colorations.
Matte foundations are designed to literally vanish
into the colors of your skin while providing sheer
to full coverage perfection. Luminess Air® Matte
Series feature microground “jet-milled” minerals
for the finest high-definition result.
Best of all, our cosmetics are skin care
grade, free of oil and perfumes and feature
humectants, antioxidants, vitamins and
the goodness of natural ingredients to help
promote benefits that will help your skin look
beautiful and healthy.
Exceptional Shine control for normal to
oily skin.
Now with SPF 15 UV Protection!

Twelve spectacular shades of Matte airbrush foundation
Available in both .25 & .55 fl. oz. ($32/$42 respectively)
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Next Generation Foundation

Luminess Air® features 12 beautifully unique shades of satin foundation.
Our airbrush satin formula is water-based and completely oil-free. Our
color technology is designed to deliver the smoothest, dead-on color
match for that “invisible” yet flawless result. We feature six unique shades
for golden to olive skin tones and six shades for pinker to warmer
pigmentations. The satin foundation offers a complete range of skin
tones, from the fairest to the deepest skin shade.
Luminess Air® foundations feature microground minerals for
impressive blendability, which provide both light sheer translucent
coverage or rich flawless full cover up. Use the satin series for that dewey
natural modern look. Designed to last up to 8 hours featuring high
performance coverage. Best of all, our cosmetics are skin care grade
free of oil and perfumes and feature humectants, antioxidants and
vitamins to help promote positive benefits to help your skin look beautiful
and healthy. Great on all skin types, especially dry to normal skin.
Now with SPF 15 UV Protection!

Twelve Luminess shades of satin dewey airbrush foundation
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Available in both .25 & .55 fl. oz. ($32/$42 respectively)

SATIN Series Foundations
F-1 PORCELAIN
F-2 BLOOM
F-3 GOLDEN BEIGE
F-4 BUFF
F-5 FAWN
F-6 SUN KISSED
F-7 CINNAMON
F-8 CHESTNUT
F-9 COFFEE
F-10 CHOCOLATE
F-11 ESPRESSO
F-12 JAVA
Foundation shades for Satin and Matte,
actual shade may vary due to printing
and reproduction limitations.

Visit our website at www.LumCos.com or call 1-866-914-4148

Airbrush Blush Shades
B-1 SOFT PINK

B-2 SOFT ROSE

B-3 TULIP

B-4 LIGHT PINK

B-5 BERRY

B-6 NATURAL

B-7 APRICOT

B-8 ORCHID

B-9 PLUM

B-10 EGGPLANT

Actual blush shade may vary due to
printing and reproduction limitations
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Airbrush Blush
Airbrush your blush for the most
natural streak-free, soft, natural look

Luminess Air® features a complete line of Airbrush Blush shades
designed to exclusively work with our airbrush foundations. Now
achieve the most streak-free, natural blush, smooth and realistic
effect with Luminess Air® Blush Available in 10 shades, .25 fl. oz., $24

Visit our website at www.LumCos.com or call 1-866-914-4148
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Camelot

Airbrush

Eyeshadow

Kits

Evening Sari

Drama Queen

NEW

Nude

Splash

Easy!

Actual eyeshadow shade may vary
due to printing and reproduction
limitations.
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Baby Eyes

Seashell

Ore

Smoky

Beach

Socialite

Achieve the most wow,
flawless eyes with our
Airbrush Eyeshadows.
Nothing gives smoother
or such blendable
professional
shadow!
Luminess Air® now offers
the most amazing airbrush
eyeshadow designed to
be airbrushed from your
stylus.
Eyeshadow kits featuring
2 or 3 shades to achieve
these amazing
duotone/tritone looks.
Kits range from $29-$36
each

Airbrush Eyeshadow

Order Now! Visit our website at www.LumCos.com or call 1-866-914-4148
ES-03 BLACK

ES-04 CANDY PINK

ES-41 EXPRESSO

ES-12 MIDNIGHT

ES-25 WARM LAVENDER

ES-43 EGGPLANT

ES-24 TITANIUM

ES-26 ARCTIC PINK

ES-11 MEDIUM BRONZE

ES-20 SMOKE

ES-09 INDIA PINK

ES-42 JAVA

ES-07 DUCHESS

ES-16 PLUM

ES-15 PURPLE

ES-13 NARDAN

ES-17 SHEER PURPLE

ES-05 CHAMELEON

ES-18 SHEER SAGE
ES-23 SPRING

ES-21 SMOKE PURPLE

ES-02 ARCTIC TUNDRA
ES-08 GOLD

ES-10 IOS

ES-39 PORCELAIN

ES-34 PEACH

ES-19 SHOCK

ES-27 LATTE

ES-14 ICE

ES-33 CLAY

ES-06 FROST

ES-22 SOLSTICE

ES-01 ARCTIC SILVER

ES-40 CHESTNUT

NEW
34 Individual Airbrush
Eyeshadow shades for a
world of expression
In playful pastels, rich
gem tones, metallics and
neutral tints, now
available in .25 fl. oz.
each $17
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C-1 IVORY
C-2 LIGHT BEIGE
C-3 WARM BEIGE
C-4 OCHRE
C-5 COFFEE
Order Now! Visit our website at www.LumCos.com or call 1-866-914-4148
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Airbrush Intense Concealer
Say see-ya to those baggy raccoon eyes!

Introducing the first ever blemish and under eye concealer designed
to work with the space age requirements of airbrush cosmetics.
Technologically engineered to fill, conceal and hold its own for crease-free,
silky, long lasting coverage.
Concealer in 5 shades,
available in 5ml/ .17 fl. oz.,
each $30
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Luminess Air® Air Bronzer
adds a temporary, healthy rich
sun-kissed glow to your face
and body.
Airbrush makes it possible to
apply the smoothest, most
natural effect of warmth and
color. Use the Air Bronzer
around the rim of your face or
on your shoulders, decolleté,
arms and legs for that “just
back from the islands” look.
Amazing on all skin
colorations!

Air Bronzer available in both
Shimmer and Matte finishes
.55 fl. oz. , $40
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Airbrush Bronzer

For the face & body
Order Now! Visit our website at www.LumCos.com or call 1-866-914-4148
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Finishing Translucent Powders

Luminess Air® features a complete line of tinted and translucent loose
powders designed specifically to work with the needs of airbrush
cosmetics. Use our colorless translucent powder for an extreme matte
finish or use under the eyes to set concealer. Our tinted powders are
wonderful for oil control touch ups or mattifying during the day.
Translucent/Tinted Powders Available in 3 shades, 0.6 oz./ 2 g., $26

Order Now! Visit our website at www.LumCos.com or call 1-866-914-4148
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Moist Filler & Primer

Introducing the first ever
moisturizing primer/filler specifically
designed to be airbrushed onto
the skin and body. Amazing prestep engineered to work as filler to
float and help diminish the effect
of fine lines. Loaded with natural
antioxidants and humectants to
help nourish and moisturize,
oil-free and non-greasy to the touch.
Greatly improves bond of
foundation to skin.
Moist Pre-Step Filling Primer
available .55 fl. oz. $40
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Airbrush Legs & Body Glow

Use Luminess Air® Legs and
Body Glow on the legs, arms
or all over to add a sensational,
supernatural effect to accentuate
with the silky, shimmery effect of
nude perfection. Airbrushes on
in seconds—no messy aerosol
spray that is blotchy and less than
perfect. Lasts up to 8 hours and
won’t rub off on clothes. Now
in 4 great metallic shades and
pearl iridescent.

NEW

Airbrush
Leg & Body Glow
available in 5
precious shades:
Gold, Silver, Bronze,
Copper, Pearl

Available in .25 & .55 fl.
oz., $32/$42 respectively
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Upgrade Kits
Cosmetics Upgrade Kit for Tanning System

NEW

Now upgrade your
Luminess Tan™ airbrush
system for cosmetics use.
A complete cosmetics
system can cost hundreds
of dollars. However, this
easy upgrade kit gives you
everything you need to
perform flawless airbrush
makeup on the face and
body. Kit includes training
DVD, cosmetics stylus plus
a basic cosmetics starter kit.
Requires
Luminess Tan™ to work.
Luminess Cosmetics
Upgrade Kit Available in 4
color families, $99

Tanning Upgrade Kit for Cosmetics System
Now upgrade your
NEW
Luminess Air® airbrush

system to also tan. System
includes everything you
will need to tan with your
Luminess Air® airbrush
system. Includes all
upgrades and tanning
solution. Required Luminess
Air® Pro or Beauty system
to work (Pro system
recommended).
Luminess Tan™ Upgrade Kit,
Available in Medium only, $79

Visit our website at www.LumCos.com or call 1-866-914-4148
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The Most Flawless and Simple Way to Tan

Featuring our ultra controllable
SoftTan™ Variable spray technology for a
Natural Even Tan Everytime!

1

2

3

4

5

Visit our website at www.LumCos.com or call 1-866-914-4148
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Airbrush Tanning
Airbrush tanning does not involve the use of a dye. The primary
ingredient in the tanning solution works with the amino acids in the
top layer of your skin to produce a natural tan exactly
like the sun, but without damaging your skin.
Airbrush tanning uses a precision stylus instrument a little larger than
the size of a pen that allows for a smooth, flawless application. Special
care is easy in difficult areas, such as the feet, knees,
elbows, hairline, and face. Does not smell, streak-free, will not run.
Our Luminess® airbrush tanning formula won’t rub off on your clothes once
the tan is set. Airbrush tanning fades gently, just like a real suntan. Fair skin
will tan with airbrush tanning. Sunburns from tanning may be a thing of the
past. Airbrush tanning produces a golden brown color.
There is no orange discoloration.

Complete Tanning system
with two (2) bottles tanning solution, $149
Tanning solution refill kit, $32 (get 6-9 full body tans or up to 20 spot tans)

NEW
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NE W P R E M I U M

A I R B R U S H TA N N I N G

www.LumCos.com or call toll-free 1-866-914-4148
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